Theorem
2. Let d>ir) be a continuous, strictly positive function, defined for 0^r<l, satisfying limr..i_$(r) = oo ; let {bk} be a bounded sequence of complex numbers not satisfying limk,x,bk = 0. Then, there exists an increasing sequence of integers {nk}, such that fiz) = 2*>-i bkz"h is analytic in the unit disc, has radial limits nowhere, and max|2|_r |/(z) | ú<Pir).
Proof. Choose the integer «i so large that (2) \bi\r"^2-^ir), for 0^r<l. Now, inductively, given nk, choose nk+i so large that (1) is satisfied, and that is analytic in the unit disc and has radial limits nowhere. By (2) and (3), CO 00 max I/O) | g ¿ I &*l r"* ^ £ 2-**(r) = 0(r).
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